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And finally, we explain How to ignore the sales lessons. Ignore what youve learned in other trainings. Forget the techniques that worked for you in
other trainings. Harv tells you exactly how to create a sales sequence that will still get results for you. If you have ever been to one of Harv Ekers
trainings, you know that his audience hangs on every word. By doing so, the attenders in the audience become a focus group for Harv to learn what
his audience is interested in. Its only after this that he goes on to create a presentation. This is the reason why Harv is called the world's best
speaker. This is the ultra high-ticket methods, unopinionated, public methods that most trainers and brands use today. We show you where these
methods work, how to avoid wasting your time, how to build the world-class, awesome landing pages that have the best conversion rates. Did you
know there is a way that you can have a huge list of people that: Send you emails with the exact name and email address Will buy anything you
have ever sold. Will instantly buy anything youre about to sell Will instantly buy anything youre about to sell To learn how to create an amazing
funnel system that generates hundreds of thousands of dollars of sales, email us here: info@ultratictrainthetrainer.com In this course, youll learn
how to use the exact methods that this millionaire uses to sell hundreds of thousands of products as a trainer and speaker and ultimately grow his
business to hundreds of millions of dollars.
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I used to work for the company that is the bestseller of T Harv Ekers product. We have a great book system, where you earn credits when you buy
products through our website. When you have enough credits, you can redeem them for huge discounts and also royalties. It pays to keep your

credits for years. I did that for years and got a lot of free products. It helps if you have a website of your own too or you plan to build one soon. With
the card that T Harv Eker has put together for his products, it pays money everytime someone spends $100. In the first year you were able to

withdraw $10,000 tax free! The card is only good for 3 years but each year it gets better. It cannot be used to buy lottery tickets. Each purchase
goes into an account that does not have a credit limit. You can withdraw 5% of your balance to cash! T Harv Eker does something truly unique. He

is a self taught financial coach who goes to any auditorium, any gym, any stadium and teaches free for one hour. Harv says that many of the
attendees are just like you, you just need to take the first step. Because he wants to teach his system to others, he also has a monthly group

meeting where the participants take what they learned and come up with their own template. The T Harv Eker download includes an introductory
video, a pdf of the training, the template for the Harv Eker delivered talk, his resources, and a professional video of the talk. All this is yours to keep

and use forever. In addition to the downloads, youll also get a discount on his premium training and workshop which includes a lifetime access to
all of his training, templates, coaching, and video. Harvs program isnt cheap but it isnt something that you will want to pass up. By the time you get

his workshops, theyre already worth over $1,000! 5ec8ef588b
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